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The first step in forming a single-sideband 
signal is the generation of what is called a 
double-sideband suppressed-carrier or dsbsc 
signal. Some form of filter then removes one 
sideband completely. It takes a special kind 
of modulator to create the sidebands and 
eliminate the carrier, and the one used most 
is called a balanced modulator. 

balanced modulators 
A modulator i s  nothing more than a special 

mixer for mixing the voice signal with the 
carrier. With ordinary amplitude modulation, 
the mixing creates sideband frequencies 
equal to the sums of and differences between 
the voice modulation and the carrier-and, of 
course, both original signals remain in the 
output, too. The circuit that produces a 
suppressed-carrier signal must form the side- 
bands exactly the same as an ordinary a-m 
modulator and y ~ t  eliminate, as completely 
as possible, the carrier against which the 
voice modulation beats to create the side- 

bands. 
First, then, to make i t  easy to understand 

the principles of carrier-suppressed modula- 
tion, let me explain a way to feed a carrier 
signal into a modulator circuit in such a way 
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that the circuit is controlled by it and yet the 

carrier itself does not appear In the output. 

Fig. 1 shows how this works. 

Look at fig. 1A first. In this arrangement, the 

rf signal i s  fed to V1 and V2 in  parallel. In 

other words, when the grid of one i s  on its 

positive rf half-cycle, so is the grid of the 

other. As is usual in amplifiers, each tube 
inverts the signal. 

Look what happens when the outputs of 
the two tubes are connected in push-pull. 
The output of V-I IS a negatlve half-cycle, and 

is applied in one direction through the 

transformer. The output of V2 i s  also 

negative-going, but it i s  applied in the op- 

posite direction through the transformer. 

The result is cancellation in the transformer 

of the effects of either signal. If the amplifica- 

fig. 1. Cancelling the carrier signal: input in parallel, 

parallel out also means cancellation of the 

Input signal. 

If you're wondering why any purpose i5  

served by feeding an rf signal into the stage 

only to have it canceled in  the output, think 

about what happens whenever the tubes be- 

come unbalanced. Imagine that V1 in fig. 1 B  
amplifies less while V2 amplifies more. One 
of the signals that appears in  the parallel out- 

put will dominate the other, because it is 
stronger. 

If the s~tuatlon were reversetl, with V2 

amplifying more than V1, the unbalance 

woulcl create a dominance of the opposlte 

polar~ty. If 5omething switches the amplifica- 

tion of the two tubes alternately up and 

down quite rap~dly, the output s~gnal var~es 

back and forth at the same rate. The result is 

output push-pull (A); input push-pull, output parallel (8). 

ZERO 

[ou;;"T 

tion of the two tubes IS exactly equal, and 
the transformer Itself i s  well balanced, there 

i s  total cancellation of whatever signal is ap- 

plied to the grids of the two tubes. 

Next, look at fig. 16. If a signal i s  fed to th~s 

stage in push-pull, the halt-cycles of rf sine 

wave drive one tube in  one direction and 

the other tube in another. However, ~f the 

outputs of both tubes are connected in paral- 

lel, the positive excursion of one always can- 
cels the negative excursion of the other. 

For example, suppose the s~gnal at the grid 
of VI is on its positive excursron; the signal 

at the grid of V2, then, is on its negative ex- 

cursion. As usual, each tube inverts the sig- 

nal. The output of V1 i s  a negative half-cycle, 

and the output of V2 is a positive half-cycle. 

Since these are mixed in the same load, they 

cancel each other. Thus, push-pull in and 

ZERO 

Eo":iuT 

an output that 15 a rap~clly fluctuat~ng rf s~g- 

nal of f~rbt one polar~ty and then another 

Cons~der the same actlon In fig. 1A. W ~ t h  

V1 conduct~ng more than V2, the opposlte 

51gnal components In the transformer are no 

longer equal, and a certdln amount of rf out- 

put I< coupled to the secondary If V2 con- 

duct5 more than V1, the unh.~lance 1s In thc 

oppoc~te d~rec t~on  Aga~n, ~f someth~ng 

sw~tches th~s unbalance back and forth be- 
tween the two tubes at a rapld rate, the out- 
put varles at that samc rate 

Fig 2A shows a convenient method of vary- 

r:ig the galn of the two tubes What you 5ec 

1s the samc ~ r l c u l t  you 5aw 111 fig. I A ,  but 

w ~ t h  a spccch ~nptrt tran<former added rn 

push-pull. It 1s eacy to see that the push-pull 

\peech 51gnal can swlng the amp l~ i~ca t~on  of 

the two tuhcc hark atid f o ~ t h  at an audlo rate 
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The tubes become alternately unbalanced 
at an audio rate, and rf shows up in the out- 
put-swinging back and forth from positive- 

going to negative-going output at the same 
rate. The effect is that the rf and speech sig- 

nals are "mixed" and sidebands are created, 

yet the rf carrier signal itself does not appear 

in the output. The instant the speech modu- 

lation is removed, there is zero o ~ ~ t p u t  from 

this balanced modulator. 

Fig. 28 shows the principle applied to the 

circuit of fig. 1B. In this one, as you can guess 

if you now see the underlying principle of 
the balanced modulator, the speech signal i s  

5ent to both tubes it1 parallel. Since the tube5 

conduct alternately as far as rf is concerned, 
varying the gain of both 1~1bes w ~ t h  the speech 

signal results in the same kind of amplifica- 

tion unbalance at an audio rate that was de- 

scribed in fig. 2A. 

The result in the output IS exactly the sanw. 

The carriPr Itself does not appear in the out- 

put; in fact, with no speech input, there is 

no output. When there is speech modulation, 

however, the output consists solely of side- 
bands created by mixing the speech signal 

with the rf carrier. 

The pattern o f  operation here should be 

clear. In  the balanced modulator, the rf sig- 

nal is applied in one mode and coupled out 

in the other. That is, if rf is fed into the stage 

in parallel, it is taken out in push-pull. If fed 

in in push-pull, it i s  taken out in parallel. This 

i s  true of all balanced modulators; that's why 
they suppress the rf carrier. The speech sig- 

nal, on the other hand, is always applied in 
the same mode as the output IS removed. 

Balance IS important. If either tube be- 

comes slightly unbalanced, the carrier is then 

amplified constantly, even though slightly, by 
that tube. Many balanced modulators include 
a balancing adjustment which is set for mini- 
mum rf outp i~t  with zero audio modulation. 

Now that you are aware of the principles 
involved, let's examine some actual circuits. 
With your new understanding, you'll find 
the circuits themselves are easy to figure out. 

diode balanced modulators 
The simplest and least expensive balanced 

modulators generally use senliconductor 

diodes. They seem to be more stable than 

tube-type balanced modulators, and are not 
prone to change characteristics over periods 
of time. Well designed diode balanced modu- 

lators provide about 40 dB of carrier suppres- 

sion-more than tube types do (with the ex- 

ception of the special beam-deflection-tube 

balanced modulator, which will be explained 

fig. 2. Adding audio input for 
moduation: rf parallel, audio push- 
pull (A), rf push-pull, audio par- 
allel (B). 
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later). lhdt 111~~11s the power in the sidebands, 

at 10O0/o modulation, will be at least 40 dB 

\tronger than whatever carrier power slips 

through. 

Two easy-lo-understand diode balanced 

~nodulators are shown in fig. 3. At 3A, you 
see thc bridge type. In it, the rf and thc 
speech 51gnal~ arr mixed in a four-diode 

br~dgc:. Notice that, effect~vely, the princrple 

of balanccri ~nodulators 1s adhered to. The 

speech signal is applied to the stage in the 

hame mode in which the output signal i s  
taken out. 



fig. 3. Basic diode bnl- 
anced modulators: bridge 

(A), ring (8). 

El INPUT 

The rf signal, on the other hand, i s  applied 

to the "balanced" corners of the bridge. One 

end of the rf input transformer i s  connected 
to the cathode of two of the diodes, and the 

other end is connected to the anodes of the 
other two. The result, of course, is that the 
rf signal i s  "shorted" to ground by the diodes 

except when there i s  speech modulation to 

unbalance their conduction. When that hap- 

pens, the output becomes a double-sideband 

suppressed-carrier signal. 

fig. 4. The most popular di- 

ode modulator used in ham 
transmitters. 

ring modulators 
An improved verslon is shown in fig. 38. It, 

too, u s e  four diodes-in a circuit called a 

ring. Better sideband signals are produced In 

the ring modulator than in the bridge-type. 

Again, the speech input i s  in the same mode 

as the oulput. The rf signal i s  fed into trans- 

former center taps, so it is balanced with re- 
spect to the output. 

Eff~ciency in the ring modulator is high, and 

the f n ~ l r  diodes should be carefully matched. 

One way lo check them is with an ohmmeter, 
by measuring their forward and backward 

resistances. All four should match within 2O10-  
even better, if possible. If they aren't 

matched, a certain amount of the rf carrier 

will slip through. Furthermore, the sidebands 

themselver will be unbalanced, which will 

create d~+tort ion when you try to recover 

them at the receiver. 

The purpo5e of the 500-pF capacitors in  

110th motiulators is to keep audio and rf 
separated except in the mixer diodes. The 

capacitors pass rf energy quite easily, but 

present a fa~rly high impedance to the speech 
signal. In fig. 3A, the sideband output trans- 

former would act pretty much as a short cir- 

cuit for the speech signals; instead, the capa- 

citors keep them out and they are forced to 

go into the bridge. 

In fig. 38, the two capacitors merely assure 

a low-impedance path for the rf signal in both 

directions to the ring circuit. The capacitors 

hardly affect the speech input signal at all, 

because of their low value. 

About the most popular balanced modula- 

tor for ham equipment is the one shown in  

fig. 4. It i 5  a variation on the ring circuit al- 

ready clt~~crihed. Don't be confused by the 
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way it's drawn, because it isn't a bridge. Yo11 

can tell it's a ring 11y the fact that the diocles 

all are in  series wi th one another; in  a bridge, 

there are always two cathodes together anrl 
two anodes together. 

This circuit has some other peculiarities, 
because i t  i5 designed to eliminate the ex- 

pensive input transformers. Furthermore, both 

the speech and the rf signals are fed into the 

ring diode circuit from stages in  which one 

side is groundccl. The thing to do, to  under- 

stand this particular balanced modulator best, 

is to analyze the action on the rf carrier 

alone first, and then study the effects of i ln- 

balance created by the speech input signal. 

fig. 5. Two-diode balanced 
modulator is one form of 
the ring-type. 

Next consltic~r what happens when a speech 

signal is applied at point A. The capacitor 

thcre has little effect on the speech frequen- 

cies. Therefore, the path to ground for 
posi t~ve half-cycles of the speech signal i \  

through D l  and D2. For negative half-cycles, 
i t  is through D3 and D4. The speech signal 

thus "turns on" these diode pairs alternate- 

ly, at the speech-signal rate. You can see that 

the speech signal determines which diodes 

are c.onclucting and which not conducting 

(luring a given half-cycle period. 

As an example of the effect: when the 

speech signal is causing D l  and D2 to  con- 

d~1c.1, it ha\ rc,vc,rsc,-hiascd D3 and D4. Con- 

The first thing to notice is that two corners 

o f  the ring are grounded as far as rf is con- 

cerned. Capacitor C5 keeps point A at rf 

ground; point  C is grounded directly. That 

being the case, the rf signal is applied to the 
ring effectively in parallel. It goes in  both 

directions through R1 and R3, trom balancing 

potentiometer R2. When i t  reaches B and D 

it spl~ts up, wi th both segments being shunted 

to ground through whichever diode happens 

to be conducting on  that particular half-cycle 

or excursion. 
The important thing is that, because of the 

way the diodes are connected in the ring, the 
rf signal is behaving inside the ring circuit 
almost as if i t  were in  push-pull. From p o ~ n t  

B, i t  goes through D l  on  one half-cycle, then 
through D2 , on  the next, seeking ground. 

From point D, it alternatrss going through D3 

and D4. With zero input from the speech 

circuit, the rf signal is continually shunted to 

ground on 130th excurslons by one or anoth- 

er of the diodes. The result is that no  r f  
reaches the primary of transformer TI and 

ronsequently thcre is no  carrier output. 

s1dr.r po51tlve excurslons of the rf s~gnal 

(many rf excurs~ons occur ciurrng cach a u d ~ o  

half-cycle) The~r  only poss~ble paths to 
ground at that Instant are through D2, w h ~ c h  

IS made conduct~ve hy 130th the rf and the 

speech s~gnal, and through D4 w h ~ c h  IS made 

conduct~ve only I ly the rf clgnal Obv~ously, 

the greater rf current flows through R1 and 

D2 Much Ips, flows In R 3  and D4, because 

conduct~on In that d ~ o t l e  I S  opposed hy the 
speet h-s~gnal excurslon For negatlve excur- 

s~ons of thc. rf s~gnal, the path alded by the 
speech-s~gnal excurslon 1s through R1 and D l ,  

the R3-D3 path IS opposed because D3 IS st111 
rever5e b~a\e t l  

If you carry through the reasoning for hoth 

posltlve ancl negdtlve speech-s~gnal excur- 

slons, you'll see that the path for all rf s~gnals 

IS through R1 on p o \ ~ t ~ v e  half-cycles of th r  

s p e ~ c h  s~gnal, and through R 3  on negat~ve 

ones Th~s  unhalanc~ng means that some of 
the rf IS not cancc3led ant1 causes rf current to 

flow In TI- f~rst  p r ~ t l o m ~ n a n t l y  In one d~rec-  

tlon, then In the other S~nce, d u r ~ n g  modu- 

la t~on,  t h ~ s  unhalanre 15 varylng at the speech- 



s~gnal frecluencies, the output is a pair of 

sidebands resulting from mixing the carrier 

ancl the speech frequencies; there is no car- 

rier. 

Capactitor C6 serves the same purpost it 

serves in the other circuits-to make sure only 

hitiebantl signals reach T I ;  its value is such 

that it virtually blocks speech signals. C3 and 
C4 are balancing capacitors that make up for 
any stray capacitance i n  the stage; C3 is ad- 

justed for minimum cat-rlcr output wi th zero 

modulation. 

fig. 6. Simple two-diode bal- 
anced modulator is also ring- 
type. 

IN34A'S 
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two-diode modulators 
An exceptlon,illy s~mple  variation o f  the 

tiiode-ring l~alanc-ed modulator is L I S ~  in  one 

transmitter. If you examine ils circuit carefully 
(fig. 51, YOLI'II s f ( >  that all the rccli~i!,ites of a 

k~,llanc.r:tl modulator are Ihere. The diodrs are 
in serirr w ~ t h  eat-11 olhcr, a \  In a rlng C I ~ C L I ~ ~ .  

rht. rf s~gnal I \  fed to the n iodu la~or  c i r r~ t i t  

111 IIUS~-~LIII 1)). the \ttcontlarv of the input 

translorniclr, and the re5ulIing siclehantls artn 

takcn o ~ l t  in  parallel v1~1 '1 tap I ~ c t w e r n  thca 

~ w o  I~alaric ing resibtors. The speech signal is 

fed in parallel, being doplied to the centrr 

tap between the two secondary windings of 

the input transformer. 

With no moclulation, each excursion o f  rf 

i s  applied to the dlodes, but only the ones 

that make the top of the transformer second- 

ary positive and the bottom negative can 

~ n a k e  the diodes conduct. Current then flows 

through the two balanced resistors. However, 

the output is taken off between the two resis- 

tors, so the voltages across the two  resistors 

,Ire in opposite phase with respect to ground, 

and they cancel. The result: no  output. Dur-  

Ing the other excursion, there is no ou tp~ t t  
I)ccause [l ie diode5 aren't even conducting. 

As the spet:ch signal switches first one and 

tticn the other tliocle "on," the rf signal that 

I 5  trying to i low in  110th dlocles is either op- 

1 ~ 0 ~ ( ~ ( 1  or aldetl. The constantly shifting un- 

I~al'lnce at the, speech frecluencie,. produces 

~ h c  \it lel~ands at 11ic ju l i c t~on of the two re- 
s~qtors, w i th  the carrier supprested. 

Don't let the tap on  the output coil confuse 
you. This one IS strictly for rriatching the low 

impedance of this modulator to the higher 

~rnpedance of the filler that follows. 
There are other relatively simple two-diode 

ring circuits. Ont: that has been popular in  

some home- l~rew rigs is shown in  fig. 6. You 

don't need much explanation of this one; 

you can figure out its operation from your 
Itnowlcdgc of this type of halanced modu- 

lator. 
Tlic rf 1 5  al~l>l~clcl IO the two-d~ot lc  ring in  

~ x ~ s h - l x ~ l l .  R 1  can he atlj~15tccl for a "center- 

1.111'' grountl ttic11 allows the tpt-ech to l ~ e  fed 

in at a tap hetwec,n the two diodes-therefore 

in  ~)~ i ra l le l .  The o u t l ~ u t  i., taken in parallel at 

the >dine 1x)int. thl-nueh a coil which couple5 

fig. 7. Tube-type balanced modulator: transistor i s  incidental. CS 
5 0 0  
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the sideband signals through a tuned second- 

ary to the sideband filter. 

C1 and C2 are the capacitance-equalizing 

part of the carrier-balancing network. Some- 

times C1 is moved to the opposite end of the 

coil. R1 is of course the carrier-balancing po- 

tentiometer. 

tube-type balanced modulators 
In fig. 7 is a tube-type balanced lnodulator 

~lsed in at least one commercial ham tram- 

mitter. A transistor i s  used, too, but it is pri- 

marily an impedance-matching input device. 

The balanced modulator has the usual con- 

figuration. The rf is fed to the stage in parallel, 

to the two cathodes, and the O L I ~ ~ L I I  IS taken 

o ~ l t  in push-pull. 

R5, R6, and R 7  make LIP a balanc~ng net- 

work to equalize conduction of the two 
tubes. The speech signal must be applied in 

push-pull, which i s  accomplished by ground- 
ing the grid of one tube and feeding the sig- 

nal to the grid of the orher. Thi\ ic,  in effert, 
push-pull. 

Operation of this clrc.ult IS very rnuch like 

the oric in fig 2A. The two 500-pF capacitors 

keep speech signals out of the outp~l t  circu~t. 

C7, C8, and C9 are the capac~tance-l),ilancing 

capacitor,. C7, the adjustable one, rnay be at 

either end of the output transformer wind~ng, 

depending on which position does the best 

jot] of suppressing the carrier. Capacitor C4 
keeps the carrier-balance control slider at rf 

ground, provitilng the rf "center-tap" ground 

necessary to make the output circuit push- 

pull. 

Pentocles may he used in place of tr~odes 

for this circuit. When pentodes are used, the 

rf s~gnals may be fed to the control grids 
while the slieech signal is fed to the screens. 
Speech and rf are in puhli-pull, and the out- 
puts are paralleled. Fig. 8 show5 an t,xample 
of this particular hookup. The schematic i s  

simplified to show merely how ~t works; the 
system is heldorn usecl In commercial ham 
transmitters. 

deflected-beam-tube modulator 
RCA has a tube, the 7360, that is designed 

especially tor halanced rnodulators and bal- 

anced detectors. Its ca~hode gives off elec- 

trons that form a beam which travels between 

two deilect~on plates toward two o u t p ~ ~ t  

plates. The schematic diagram detailed in 

fig. 9 looks pretty complicated, but it isn't il 
y o ~ l  keep the fundamenlals you have already 

learned about balanced modulator operation 

In mind. 

One I)ig dilference In 1111s partrcular clrcu~t 
15 that it 1s self-osc~llat~ng. The carrier i s  gen- 

erated internally. An external oscillator can 

be used, I ~ u t  thrre i s  l ~ t t l e  need, ~1nles5 a 

separate oscillator is alrcady part of another 

c~rcuit. Th~s on(. is a cl-yctal-controlled Col- 

pitts. 

fig. 8. Pentode system uses 
screen grids to accept the 
audio. 

The slruclure of the t ~ ~ h c  i s  such that the 

lnternally generated rf s~gnal modulates the 

beam, but the beam doesn't strike either out- 

put platc. It goes right between them. So, you 

have that old familiar balanced-modulator 
character~st~c: no rf-carrier output signal. You 

can call thlh type of carrier-signal injection 

parallel, since it has the capability of reach- 

Ing either plate, as you will shortly see. The 

output, of course, i s  in push-pull. 

The speech signal i s  applietl to the deflcc- 

tion plates of the tube, effectively in push- 

PLIII. One of the deflection plates i s  at ground 

potential for audio signals-the 0.1-pF capac- 
itor does that jot). The speech signal is fed 
to the other deflection plate. 

The dc voltages on the two deflection 
plates must be equal w h ~ n  there is  no speech 

input, so the rf beam misses both plates. That 

is done by a voltage-divider network across 

the 300-volt supply line, and the 5k poten- 

tiometer. Then, when speech modulation is  

applied to the cleflection plates, the beam is 

pulled hack and forth so it strikes the output 



plates, first one and then the other, at an There you have the story of balanced 

audio rate. The speech signal thus produces modulators. Keep in mind the basics: the 

an output that contains only the sidebands. output mode is the opposite of the rf input 

The beam-deflection balanced modulator mode, so the output will be devoid of the 

has several advantages. It is easy to adjust carrier frequency. The speech signal i s  fed to 

and doesn't requlre a lot of tricky balance the stage so it can control gain, switch diodes, 

fig. 9. Beam-deflec- 
tion balanced mod- 
ulator; tube is  a 

RCA 7360. 
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adjustment\-just one potentiometer. A regu- or deflect a beam that already contains the 

lated supply is a good ittea lor the screen rf. The result of this mixing of signals is an 

grid, which acts as ,I sort of plate for the output that contains the s~debands produced 

oscillator. The crrcuit is capable of at least by the mixing process, without the carrier. 

60 clB of carrier suppression. This i s  beyond 

thr most stringent requirements. ham radio 

two-year novice licenses 
A number of rumors have been circulat~ng 

around to the effect that Novice licensees 

who held a one-year Novice license which 
expired 22 November or thereafter, would 

receive a one-year extension to the~r  license 

term. This is not true. According to the Fed- 

eral Communications Commission in Wash- 

ington, D. C., no extensions wi l l  be granted 

to Novice licensees because of the new two- 

year Novice-license term. 

If you know any Novices whose l~censes 
cxp~red on or after 22 November 1967, check 

to make sure that they are not under the 

mistaken impression that their license has 

been extended for one year. If you hear 

other amateurs spreading this rumor, please 
tell them that there are no one-year exten- 

sions to Novice licenses. If they have any 

questions, have them check with their local 

FCC office. ham radio 
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